Abstract: Phytophthora ramorum is an alien and invasive plant pathogen threatening forest ecosystems in Western North America, where it can cause both lethal and non-lethal diseases. While the mechanisms underlying the establishment and spread of P. ramorum have been elucidated, this is the first attempt to investigate the environmental factors driving the recovery of bay laurel, the main transmissive host of the pathogen. Based on a large dataset gathered from a citizen science program, an algorithm was designed, tested, and run to detect and geolocate recovered trees. Approximately 32% of infected bay laurels recovered in the time period between 2005 and 2015. Monte Carlo simulations pointed out the robustness of such estimates, and the algorithm achieved an 85% average rate of correct classification. The association between recovery and climatic, topographic, and ecological factors was assessed through a numerical ecology approach mostly based on binary logistic regressions. Significant (p < 0.05) coefficients and the information criteria of the models showed that the probability of bay laurel recovery increases in association with high temperatures and low precipitation levels, mostly in flat areas. Results suggest that aridity might be a key driver boosting the recovery of bay laurels from P. ramorum infections.
Introduction
The "disease triangle" model [1, 2] frames pathogenesis as a process relying on the trophic interconnection between susceptible hosts and pathogens, provided that the environmental conditions are conducive to infection by the pathogen and to disease progression. The interest of forest pathologists in unraveling environmental factors driving plant diseases has been amplified in the last decades by the onset of relevant epidemics caused by emerging pathogens such as Phytophthora ramorum Werres, De Cock and Man in't Veld in Western North America, Heterobasidion irregulare Garbelotto and Otrosina, Hymenoscyphus fraxineus (T. Kowalski) Baral, Queloz and Hosoya, and Gnomoniopsis castaneae G. Tamietti in Europe, just to cite a few relevant examples [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The main environmental drivers underlying the success of such novel epidemics have often been identified through a numerical ecology approach, based on computational and multivariate statistical techniques suitable to deal with complex ecological datasets [10, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Although environmental factors play a key role in boosting plant diseases, they may also unbalance the interaction between pathogen and host, favoring the latter and promoting recovery of the host. Recovery is not only a theoretical possibility, since it has been extensively documented for a probability of recovery from P. ramorum infections in bay laurel and some climatic, topographic and ecological factors.
Materials and Methods

Samplings and Laboratory Analyses
Samplings and laboratory analyses leading to the realization of the "SODmap" database were performed within the "SOD Blitz" program, whose details were previously published [17] . From 2005 to 2015 volunteer citizens were recruited to collect water, soil or plant tissue samples. In this study, only the latter were considered to investigate host recovery. Specific training was offered to all volunteers in order to properly detect disease symptoms and standardize sampling procedures. The distribution area of P. ramorum in California and Southern Oregon was systematically monitored and random samplings were carried out in forests sites, urban parks and private gardens. Storage packets were provided to the volunteers for sampling preservation prior to laboratory analyses. The detection of P. ramorum in host-plant tissues was carried out using a species-specific molecular assay previously described [53] . Such assay is based on a highly efficient polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using a 5 fluorogenic exonuclease (TaqMan) chemistry that combines two species specific primers (Pram5 and Pram6) to an internal probe (Pram6), allowing the detection of target DNA up to a minimum threshold of 15 fg [53] . When the assay detected the presence of P. ramorum DNA, the infection status of the corresponding sample was scored as 1, otherwise as 0. Sampling time, trees species, coordinates and infection status were included in the "SODmap" database.
Design of the Algoritm to Detect and Geolocate the Recovered Trees
Rationale
Let T = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 . . . .T K } be a set of K points (i.e., sampled trees locations) whose Cartesian coordinates x T and y T (m) are exact, but unknown. T is composed by the sets V = {V 1 , V 2 , V 3 . . . .V N } and W = {W 1 , W 2 , W 3 . . . .W M } including N and M trees, respectively, with N + M = K, V ∪ W = T and V ∩ W = ∅. Trees coordinates for sets V (x V , y V ) and W (x W , y W ) are estimated with a GPS device whose median value ε of the radial error r (m) is known [54] . Coordinates collection is performed once for V set (i.e., single-sampled trees), and more than once for the W set (i.e., resampled trees). Hence, the set V = {V 1 , V 2 , V 3 . . . .V N }, derived from V, includes N trees with estimated coordinates x V' and y V' . Similarly, the set W = {W 1 , W 2 , W 3 . . . .W M } is gathered from W and includes M' > M trees with coordinates x W' and y W' . Let T = V ∪ W = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 . . . .T K } be a set of K' points with coordinates x T' and y T' . All elements of T' are in bijective association with K' elements of the set I = {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 . . . .I K }, expressing the infection status (i.e., if positive to the pathogen 1, else 0), and with K' elements of the set S = {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 . . . .S K }, indicating the sampling time. Under this premise, a citizen science dataset includes T', I, S with the corresponding GPS coordinates x T' and y T' , while the partitioning of trees locations between the sets V and W is unknown.
Let Φ Λ be an algorithm operating as a binary classifier based on partitioning [55] and able to split T' into the two mutually exclusive sets W and V , estimates of W' and V', respectively. The partitioning mechanism is based on the application of a virtual squared grid over the point features representing the T' trees. A grid-system cannot discriminate distinct points locations if their distance is below its spatial resolution, which is determined by the length of the grid-cells edge (i.e., pixel size). Such points are merged by the grid-system, as if they were not spatially distinct [56] . However, the separation observed among some point features (i.e., W') can be an artifact deriving from the iterated estimation of the same locations (i.e., W) with a GPS device affected by some spatial location error. Hence, Φ Λ can classify such points as deriving from accidental resampling (i.e., W ) through a grid-based system Λ ϑ with adequate spatial resolution ϑ. Φ Λ assigns to the set W the neighboring points features falling into the same pixel, since they cannot be resolved by the spatial resolution of Λ ϑ (Figure 1 ). The set W is derived from W by averaging its points coordinates at pixel level, while the other points are then classified as V elements. Finally, the set of recovered trees R = {R 1 , R 2 , R 3 . . .} is identified by Φ Λ as the subset of W whose infection status switched from 1 to 0, from the first to the last sampling. . Schematic representation of exact, but unknown, single-sampled and resampled trees locations (sets V and W) with the associated estimates (sets V' and W'), whose coordinates are collected with a GPS device. As a consequence of its spatial resolution, the grid-based system Λ cannot resolve trees locations estimates included within the borders of the same pixel (highlighted in yellow if the case occurs). For this reason, the algorithm Φ can assess which trees coordinates are likely to have been collected more than once. As shown in this example, all the elements of W', which are by definition replicated estimates of W elements, were detected.
Modelling GPS Error and Spatial Resolution of the Grid-System
The Φ algorithm is based on the selection of an adequate spatial resolution which is dependent upon the GPS error scattering the resampled trees features (i.e., W') around their true location (i.e., W). The mathematical structure of the GPS error was modeled prior to its relation with the spatial resolution of the grid-system. The Rayleigh distribution | parametrized by σ and with median value √2 2 was assumed as the probability distribution function (PDF) of r [54, 57] . The goodness-of-fit of the Rayleigh PDF to r was experimentally tested with an in-field trial. In January 2017, a point location with known coordinates (389,095.5 m, 4,990,997.5 m, UTM WGS 1984 zone 32N, EPSG 32632) was identified in an open space flat area of Western North Italy. The point coordinates were collected 200 times in different days and daylight hours with a professional GPS device (Magellan MobileMapper 6), resulting in 200 point location estimates (Dataset S1). The GPS radial error r was calculated for each point location estimate as the Euclidean distance separating the true coordinates from the assessed ones [54] . The adequacy of the Rayleigh PDF to model r was tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test [58] , parametrizing the Rayleigh curve with the maximum likelihood estimate of σ [57] .
A functional relation was assessed in silico with Monte Carlo (MC) methods to allow the selection of from ε, which is a parameter associated with the GPS device [52] . A set of 10 3 GPS coordinates collection of a known virtual tree location was simulated 10 3 times for each integer value of ε included between 1 and 3 × 10 3 . The GPS location error was randomly sampled from a Rayleigh PDF. The maximum pairwise distance obtained for each set of GPS coordinates was set as value. After a visual examination of the scatterplot displaying the ε and the associated values, a linear regression model with no intercept was fit. Its performances were assessed in terms of coefficient (βε) significance, minimum Akaike information criterion (AIC) and maximum AIC weight (AICw), Figure 1 . Schematic representation of exact, but unknown, single-sampled and resampled trees locations (sets V and W) with the associated estimates (sets V' and W'), whose coordinates are collected with a GPS device. As a consequence of its spatial resolution, the grid-based system Λ ϑ cannot resolve trees locations estimates included within the borders of the same pixel (highlighted in yellow if the case occurs). For this reason, the algorithm Φ Λ can assess which trees coordinates are likely to have been collected more than once. As shown in this example, all the elements of W', which are by definition replicated estimates of W elements, were detected.
The Φ Λ algorithm is based on the selection of an adequate spatial resolution ϑ which is dependent upon the GPS error scattering the resampled trees features (i.e., W') around their true location (i.e., W). The mathematical structure of the GPS error was modeled prior to its relation with the spatial resolution of the grid-system.
2σ 2 parametrized by σ and with median value E = σ √ 2ln2 was assumed as the probability distribution function (PDF) of r [54, 57] . The goodness-of-fit of the Rayleigh PDF to r was experimentally tested with an in-field trial. In January 2017, a point location with known coordinates (389,095.5 m, 4,990,997.5 m, UTM WGS 1984 zone 32N, EPSG 32632) was identified in an open space flat area of Western North Italy. The point coordinates were collected 200 times in different days and daylight hours with a professional GPS device (Magellan MobileMapper 6), resulting in 200 point location estimates (Dataset S1). The GPS radial error r was calculated for each point location estimate as the Euclidean distance separating the true coordinates from the assessed ones [54] . The adequacy of the Rayleigh PDF to model r was tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test [58] , parametrizing the Rayleigh curve with the maximum likelihood estimate of σ [57] .
A functional relation ϑ = f (ε) was assessed in silico with Monte Carlo (MC) methods to allow the selection of ϑ from ε, which is a parameter associated with the GPS device [52] . A set of 10 3 GPS coordinates collection of a known virtual tree location was simulated 10 3 times for each integer value of ε included between 1 and 3 × 10 3 . The GPS location error was randomly sampled from a Rayleigh PDF. The maximum pairwise distance obtained for each set of GPS coordinates was set as ϑ value.
After a visual examination of the scatterplot displaying the ε and the associated ϑ values, a linear regression model with no intercept was fit. Its performances were assessed in terms of ε coefficient (β ε ) significance, minimum Akaike information criterion (AIC) and maximum AIC weight (AIC w ), setting as reference baseline the null model [58] [59] [60] . Details about the algorithm performing the MC simulations are reported in Note S1.
Once ϑ is defined based on ε, Λ ϑ can be integrated as a sliding grid-system into Φ Λ to provide different alternative scenarios estimating R. Such alternatives account for different possible positions of the grid-system.
Design of the Algorithm
The algorithm was designed in R language as a two-step process consisting in distinct blocks of code embedded into specific R-functions [58] . The first block, starting from the trees coordinates x T' and y T' and from the median value ε* of the GPS radial error, builds up the virtual grid-system Λ ϑ by fixing its spatial extent and spatial resolution ϑ. The grid layer is located over the map of the study area including all trees locations and randomly fixing the coordinates of its left-bottom corner. Trees whose location cannot be resolved based on ϑ are sent to the second block of code (Φ Λ ). The latter processes the sampling year and the infection status for each cell, detecting trees sampled in different years and selecting the ones whose infection status switched from 1 to 0 (i.e., recovered trees R). Since the classifier Φ Λ includes Λ ϑ as a stochastic component (i.e., the left-bottom vertex coordinates of the grid), alternative scenarios estimating R are possible. Their assessment can be achieved by embedding Λ ϑ as a sliding grid-system into Φ Λ through iterate runs of the two algorithm blocks (i.e., loop [58] ). Technical details about the algorithm design are included in Note S2.
Algorithm Performances Assessment
Algorithm performances were assessed in silico with a series of MC simulations [61] . In a virtual squared area extended for 10 4 km 2 , the sets V' with N = 200 and W with M = 100 were simulated by randomly extracting the associated coordinates x V' , y V' , x W and y W from a uniform distribution [57] limited between 0 and 100 km. A constant infection status and sampling year was assigned to the elements of V'. A virtual GPS with median radial error ε* = 100 m was used to mimic the process of coordinates collection on W, setting two samplings for each element in W, and resulting in M' = 200 estimated trees locations included in the set W'. The radial error r of every virtual GPS coordinates collection was randomly extracted from a Rayleigh distribution whose parameter σ was calculated by solving the equation E = ε* [57] . Each element of W was then associated with the couple of related elements in W'. Random consecutive sampling years were assigned to the above couples. One of the four permutations of the infection status was randomly assigned to each fourth of the couples.
Φ Λ was applied to the set of trees locations based on 10 3 different random positions of the sliding grid-system Λ ϑ . The ability of Φ Λ in partitioning the trees between W' and V' was assessed with the Cohen's k statistics and overall rate of correct classification (%) [62] [63] [64] , which were averaged within all 10 3 positions of Λ ϑ . The above MC simulation was iterated 10 3 times. Only the input needed by the Φ Λ algorithm was retained from the original "SODmap" database, which was filtered to remove all unnecessary information [17, 48] . Sampled trees coordinates were reprojected into UTM NAD83 zone 11N (EPSG 4326) and included within a polygon shapefile in a GIS environment [65] .
Assuming that trees coordinates had been collected by volunteers endowed with GPS sensors embedded in smartphones, iPhones or comparable devices [17, 48] , two scenarios were analyzed depending on the GPS median radial error ε*. Based on thresholds reported in previous studies [52] , the minimum and maximum ε* were set to 10 m and 500 m, respectively, defining two alternative scenarios (i.e., scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m). For both scenarios, the detection and geolocation of trees recovered from P. ramorum infections were performed by applying Φ Λ , with 10 3 iterations, accounting for different locations of the grid-system. The algorithm was run separately for bay laurel, tanoak and oaks, allowing reproducibility by fixing a unique seed number to each run (provided in Dataset S2). The output datasets were ranked within host species and scenarios depending on the number of elements included in the set W at each iteration. Datasets displaying the maximum number of elements were selected for further analyses. If several of the above datasets resulted from the same tree species and scenario (i.e., alternative datasets), they were tested for equivalence based on the comparison of their associated two-dimensional Gaussian kernel density estimate (KDE) matrices [58, 66, 67] . KDE matrices and their associated rasters were obtained by setting a common bandwidth [67] and the cells edge to 10 km, with extension and resolution allowing for a perfect cell-wise alignment. Comparisons among KDE matrices were performed with the Kruskal-Wallis or Mann-Whitney tests for the mean and with the Fligner-Killeen test on rank-transformed data for the variance [58, 68] . Since some alternative datasets were equivalent (see Results), a random selection of the final datasets to include in the further analyses was performed. The number of resampled trees included in W for each scenario and host species was calculated and compared to the corresponding number of trees from the screened "SODmap" dataset. Similarly, the incidence of trees recovered from P. ramorum infections was calculated as absolute count and in percent. The latter, including 95% confidence intervals, derived from ratio between the recovered trees and the trees which have been infected at least once [69] .
Analysis of the Association between Environmental Factors and Recovery from P. ramorum Infections
Because of the low number of oaks and tanoaks recovered from P. ramorum infections (see Results), the association between recovery and environmental factors was tested only for bay laurels. The averages of the minimum, maximum and mean temperatures (T min , T max , T mean , • C) and cumulate precipitations (P, mm) were calculated at pixel level based on the yearly values of the rasters derived from parameter-elevation regressions on independent slopes models (PRISM-4 km) in the period 2005-2015 [70, 71] . Elevation (El, m) rasters were obtained from digital elevation models (DEM) provided by the NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission in the 30 arc-sec (~900 m) version (SRTM30) [56, 72] . Estimates of bay laurel density (Bld, trees/ha) were gathered from an available source raster [73] . All rasters were reprojected into UTM NAD83 zone 11N (EPSG 4326) and cropped within the borders of the study area. Aspect (As, as azimuth, • ), slope (Sl, %), terrain ruggedness (as Terrain Ruggedness Index-TRI [74] ), topographic position (as Topographic Position Index-TPI [75] ) were derived from GIS geomorphological analyses carried out on the DEM [76] . All rasters were converted into matrices [58] , whose basic descriptive statistics (range, average, coefficient of variation (CV)) were calculated, with the exception of As. The Bld raster was trimmed discarding pixels below 150 and above 1500 to improve analyses robustness [77] .
The associations between recovery from P. ramorum infections and T min , T max , T mean , P (i.e., climatic factors) El, Sl, TRI, TPI (i.e., topographic factors), and Bld (i.e., ecological factor) were tested through a numerical ecology approach based on correlation analyses and binary logistic regressions [58, 63] . For both scenarios, the binary dependent variable was coded as 1 for recovered trees, as 0 for the other trees whose infection status to P. ramorum had been positive at least once. The continuous predictors were obtained by extracting from the rasters of the environmental factors the cell values corresponding to each tree location. In addition, trees latitude (Lat) and longitude (Long) in UTM NAD83 zone 11N (EPSG 4326) were included as predictors. Colinearity among predictors, except As and Bld (see below), was tested by calculating all possible pairwise Spearman's ρ coefficients and results were visualized through circular correlograms [58] . Binary logistic regressions were fitted with single and multiple predictors, including the intercept (β 0 ). Combinations of multiple predictors were included only in the absence of significant pairwise correlations [61, 63] . All models within the same scenario were compared in terms of sign and significance of the predictor coefficient (β), range of its associated 95% CI, minimum AIC and maximum AIC w , setting the null model as reference [58] [59] [60] 63] .
The robustness of the results obtained from binary logistic regression models was assessed through a MC simulation trial [61] accounting for a putative overall misclassification rate associated with Φ Λ . Since the Φ Λ algorithm displayed an average overall rate of correct classification theoretically attaining 85.3% (see Results), the putative misclassification rate was set to 15%. Hence, all binary logistic regression models were run on a dependent variable whose 15% of values was randomly selected and reverted at each iteration, until 10 5 iterations were conducted. From the resulting β coefficients distributions, the associated 95% CI were calculated (i.e., MC 95% CI) [78] and the bound signs were compared with the corresponding 95% CI obtained from the fit on the original dataset.
Bay laurel density models were fitted only as single predictor models and excluded from the comparative assessment with the others because of missing data. As was not included as predictor because of data circularity [79] . Hence, azimuth distributions were compared between recovered and not recovered bay laurels with the Mardia-Watson-Wheeler test and the Rao's homogeneity test [80, 81] . A complementary correlation and partial correlation analysis was carried out between KDE matrices of recovered trees and matrices of T min , T max , T mean , P, El, Sl, TRI, TPI, and Bld (Note S3).
Software and Libraries Used for Statistical, GIS and Numerical Analyses
Statistical and numerical analyses were run in R version 3.2.3. with libraries binGroup, circular, extraDistr, Hmisc, igraph, maptools, MASS, MuMIn, ppcor, psych, raster, rasterVis, REdaS, spaa, spatstat. GIS data manipulation and related analyses were performed both in R and in QGIS 2.8.5-Wien. All statistical tests were carried out with a cut-off significance threshold set to 0.05.
Results
Design of the Algorithm to Detect and Geolocate the Recovered Trees
GPS Error and Spatial Resolution of the Grid-System
The 200 GPS radial errors r ranged between 0.07 m and 4.52 m, with an average of 1.64 m. The maximum likelihood estimate of σ attained 1.32 m and the resulting Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was non-significant (p = 0.553) confirming the adequacy of the Rayleigh PDF to model r.
The MC experiment produced a total of 3 × 10 9 GPS estimates of the single tree location, split in 10 3 assessments of 10 3 independent sets of points for each of the 3 × 10 3 values of the GPS median radial error ε ( Figure S1 ). The linear regression model displayed a significant coefficient β ε = 6.033 (p < 0.05) and outperformed the null model for all metrics considered (AIC = 47457202, vs. AIC = 59928055 and AIC w = 1 vs. AIC w = 0). Hence, the functional relation ϑ = f (ε) was assessed as ϑ = 6.033ε.
Design of the Algorithm
The first block of code resulted in a 32 lines script in R language embedded in the function LAMBDA(x, y, theta), which defines the grid-based system Λ ϑ . LAMBDA inputs are the vectors of coordinates x = x T' and y = y T' , associated with trees in T', and the theta = ϑ value gathered from the equation ϑ = 6.033ε (see 3.1.1). LAMBDA output is a vector γ assigned to each element of T', NA included, identifying with a unique cell-code the locations that cannot be resolved based on ϑ. A map of T' locations along with the associated grid with spatial resolution ϑ is provided as additional outcome.
The second block of code, defining the classifier Φ Λ , resulted in a 35 lines R-script incorporated into the function PHI(x, y, I, S, gamma). In addition to the coordinates of trees in T', the function requires input vectors indicating the infection status (I), the sampling time (S) and the γ (gamma) values provided by LAMBDA. PHI output consists of a matrix object with one row per each element of the set W and five columns indicating the associated "switch-code", x and y coordinates, the first and the last sampling time, respectively. Column names are returned by the function as switch, xmed, ymed, fy and ly, respectively. "Switch-code" values refer to the transition of infection status from the first to the last sampling, indicated as: "1" from 0 to 0, "2" from 0 to 1, "3" from 1 to 0 (i.e., set R, recovered trees), and "4" from 1 to 1. Functions LAMBDA and PHI are provided as R-scripts in Algorithm S1 and S2 [58] .
Algorithm Performances Assessment
A total of 10 6 runs of Φ Λ resulted in 10 3 average values of the Cohen's k statistic and of the overall rate of correct classification, each one based on 10 3 different positions of the Λ ϑ sliding grid-system. The average Cohen's k ranged from 0.654 to 0.755, with a global average of 0.706, while the overall rate of correct classification was included between 82.7% and 87.8%, with an overall mean attaining 85.3% (Figure 2 ). Based on the threshold reported [64] for Cohen's k, the classification performed by Φ Λ ranks at the 2nd place out of 6 classes, displaying "substantial agreement" between observations (i.e., simulated sets) and predictions (i.e., Φ Λ classifications). A total of 10 6 runs of Φ resulted in 10 3 average values of the Cohen's k statistic and of the overall rate of correct classification, each one based on 10 3 different positions of the Λ sliding grid-system. The average Cohen's k ranged from 0.654 to 0.755, with a global average of 0.706, while the overall rate of correct classification was included between 82.7% and 87.8%, with an overall mean attaining 85.3% (Figure 2 ). Based on the threshold reported [64] for Cohen's k, the classification performed by Φ ranks at the 2nd place out of 6 classes, displaying "substantial agreement" between observations (i.e., simulated sets) and predictions (i.e., Φ classifications). 
Detection and Geolocation of Trees Recovered from P. ramorum Infections Based on the "SODmap" Database
The filtering of the original "SODmap" database resulted in a matrix with 19,211 records, one per sampled tree, and 8 fields providing the input for the classification algorithm (Dataset S3). A topographic surface of over 36,700 km 2 was delimited within the borders of the study area, with an extension of approximately 920 km along the major axis N-NW/S-SE oriented. Within this area, Φ detected a single dataset for bay laurel and some alternative datasets for oaks and tanoak in both scenarios. Such alternative datasets were equivalent based on the outcomes of the KDE matrices comparisons (see Note S4). Host species final datasets are provided as Datasets S4 and S5 for scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively.
In the filtered "SODmap" dataset, 14,666 out of 19,211 trees were bay laurels (76.3%), 2468 tanoaks (12.8%) and 157 oaks (0.82%), while the remaining plants (10%) were classified as other host species. In scenario-10 m the algorithm detected 1044 resampled trees ( including 943 bay laurels (90.3%), 88 tanoaks (8.4%) and 13 oaks (1.2%). Similarly, 284 bay laurels (75.3%), 79 tanoaks (21.0%) and 14 oaks (3.7%) out of 377 resampled trees were detected in scenario-500 m. In percent, resampled trees accounted for 1.96% and 5.43% of the sampled trees in scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively. The percentage of trees recovered from P. ramorum infections (R) ranged from 9.3 to 32.9% depending on host species and scenario, while the overall percentage was substantially homogeneous between scenarios (29.7% in scenario-10 m and 28.6% in scenario-500 m). Bay laurel attained the largest incidence of recovered trees (approximately 32-33%), followed by 
The filtering of the original "SODmap" database resulted in a matrix with 19,211 records, one per sampled tree, and 8 fields providing the input for the classification algorithm (Dataset S3). A topographic surface of over 36,700 km 2 was delimited within the borders of the study area, with an extension of approximately 920 km along the major axis N-NW/S-SE oriented. Within this area, Φ Λ detected a single dataset for bay laurel and some alternative datasets for oaks and tanoak in both scenarios. Such alternative datasets were equivalent based on the outcomes of the KDE matrices comparisons (see Note S4). Host species final datasets are provided as Datasets S4 and S5 for scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively.
In the filtered "SODmap" dataset, 14,666 out of 19,211 trees were bay laurels (76.3%), 2468 tanoaks (12.8%) and 157 oaks (0.82%), while the remaining plants (10%) were classified as other host species. In scenario-10 m the algorithm detected 1044 resampled trees ( W) including 943 bay laurels (90.3%), 88 tanoaks (8.4%) and 13 oaks (1.2%). Similarly, 284 bay laurels (75.3%), 79 tanoaks (21.0%) and 14 oaks (3.7%) out of 377 resampled trees were detected in scenario-500 m. In percent, resampled trees accounted for 1.96% and 5.43% of the sampled trees in scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively.
The percentage of trees recovered from P. ramorum infections (R) ranged from 9.3 to 32.9% depending on host species and scenario, while the overall percentage was substantially homogeneous between scenarios (29.7% in scenario-10 m and 28.6% in scenario-500 m). Bay laurel attained the largest incidence of recovered trees (approximately 32-33%), followed by oaks and tanoak (Table 1 ). The distribution of resampled and recovered trees in the study area is shown in Figure 3 for both scenarios. oaks and tanoak (Table 1 ). The distribution of resampled and recovered trees in the study area is shown in Figure 3 for both scenarios. For each scenario, data are provided separately for bay laurel, tanoak, oak, and jointly for all host species (i.e., overall species). The lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence interval associated with the percent of recovered trees are reported.
Analysis of the Association between Environmental Factors and Recovery from P. ramorum Infections
Environmental Factors
A series of 10 derived rasters were obtained for the environmental factors Tmin, Tmax, Tmean, P, El, As, Sl, TRI, TPI, and Bld ( Figure 4 ). All rasters were continuously distributed within the study area with the exception of Bdl, whose patchy covering was due to missing data from the source raster. On average, temperatures during the timeframe 2005-2015 attained 7.62 °C, 19.68 °C, 13.65 °C for Tmin, Tmax and Tmean, respectively, with the highest variability observed for Tmin (CV = 18.69), followed by For each scenario, data are provided separately for bay laurel, tanoak, oak, and jointly for all host species (i.e., overall species). The lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence interval associated with the percent of recovered trees are reported.
Analysis of the Association between Environmental Factors and Recovery from P. ramorum Infections
Environmental Factors
A series of 10 derived rasters were obtained for the environmental factors T min , T max , T mean , P, El, As, Sl, TRI, TPI, and Bld ( Figure 4 ). All rasters were continuously distributed within the study area with the exception of Bdl, whose patchy covering was due to missing data from the source raster. 
Binary Logistic Regression Models
Correlograms showed that 36 and 32 out of 45 pairwise Spearman's ρ correlation coefficients between predictors were significant (p < 0.05) in scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively ( Figure 5) . Hence, the 9 couples of uncorrelated predictors were included in multiple binary logistic regression models in scenario-10 m. Similarly, multiple binary logistic regressions were fitted on the 13 couples and one triad of uncorrelated predictors in scenario-500 m.
Correlograms showed that 36 and 32 out of 45 pairwise Spearman's ρ correlation coefficients between predictors were significant (p < 0.05) in scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively ( Figure 5) . Hence, the 9 couples of uncorrelated predictors were included in multiple binary logistic regression models in scenario-10 m. Similarly, multiple binary logistic regressions were fitted on the 13 couples and one triad of uncorrelated predictors in scenario-500 m. A total of 14 out of 21 and 7 out of 26 binary logistic regression models displayed significant β coefficients (p < 0.05) in scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively (Table S1 ). P was significantly (p < 0.05) and negatively (β < 0) associated with the probability of bay laurel recovery in all models where it was included as predictor, namely, one model in scenario-10 m and 7 models in scenario-500m. Such models ranked first based on AIC and AICw, the latter attaining 87.1% in scenario-10m and a cumulative value of 94.4% in scenario-500 m. In all cases, the bounds of the 95% CI associated with P displayed negative lower and upper bounds, hence confirming the results gathered from p-values. The same outcome was observed in MC 95% CI, supporting the robustness of the negative association between P and the probability of bay laurel recovery when assuming a 15% putative misclassification rate in the Φ algorithm. In scenario-500 m, no other climatic and topographic factors displayed either significant β coefficients or 95% CI with lower and upper bounds of the same sign. Accordingly, the signs of the bounds were discordant also in the associated MC 95% CI. However, in comparison to the model with P as single predictor (AICw = 6.8%), the environmental factors Tmax and TPI (with β > 0), TRI and Sl (with β < 0) improved model performances when included in multiple regressions along with P (AICw from 10.4 to 37.5%). In the same scenario, Bld was characterized by a negative β coefficient with a 95% CI excluding 0, but with a p-value > 0.05 and a MC 95% CI with a negative lower bound and a positive upper one. In the other scenario, in addition to P, significance of the β coefficient (p < 0.05) was achieved by Tmax, Tmean (with β > 0), TRI and Sl (with β < 0), indicating that the probability of bay laurel recovery is positively associated with increasing mean and maximum temperatures, but negatively associated with increasing terrain ruggedness and slope. Such associations were confirmed by the concordant signs of the lower and upper bounds displayed by both 95% CI and MC 95% CI. The graphs of the logistic equations modelling the probability of bay laurel recovery based on the single significant predictors detected in the two scenarios are shown in Figure 6 . Although in some models Long was positively and significantly associated with the probability of bay laurel recovery (β > 0 and p < 0.05), such association was never confirmed by MC 95% CI, including 0 between the bounds. The remaining A total of 14 out of 21 and 7 out of 26 binary logistic regression models displayed significant β coefficients (p < 0.05) in scenario-10 m and scenario-500 m, respectively (Table S1 ). P was significantly (p < 0.05) and negatively (β < 0) associated with the probability of bay laurel recovery in all models where it was included as predictor, namely, one model in scenario-10 m and 7 models in scenario-500m. Such models ranked first based on AIC and AIC w , the latter attaining 87.1% in scenario-10m and a cumulative value of 94.4% in scenario-500 m. In all cases, the bounds of the 95% CI associated with P displayed negative lower and upper bounds, hence confirming the results gathered from p-values. The same outcome was observed in MC 95% CI, supporting the robustness of the negative association between P and the probability of bay laurel recovery when assuming a 15% putative misclassification rate in the Φ Λ algorithm. In scenario-500 m, no other climatic and topographic factors displayed either significant β coefficients or 95% CI with lower and upper bounds of the same sign. Accordingly, the signs of the bounds were discordant also in the associated MC 95% CI. However, in comparison to the model with P as single predictor (AIC w = 6.8%), the environmental factors T max and TPI (with β > 0), TRI and Sl (with β < 0) improved model performances when included in multiple regressions along with P (AIC w from 10.4 to 37.5%). In the same scenario, Bld was characterized by a negative β coefficient with a 95% CI excluding 0, but with a p-value > 0.05 and a MC 95% CI with a negative lower bound and a positive upper one. In the other scenario, in addition to P, significance of the β coefficient (p < 0.05) was achieved by T max , T mean (with β > 0), TRI and Sl (with β < 0), indicating that the probability of bay laurel recovery is positively associated with increasing mean and maximum temperatures, but negatively associated with increasing terrain ruggedness and slope. Such associations were confirmed by the concordant signs of the lower and upper bounds displayed by both 95% CI and MC 95% CI. The graphs of the logistic equations modelling the probability of bay laurel recovery based on the single significant predictors detected in the two scenarios are shown in Figure 6 . Although in some models Long was positively and significantly associated with the probability of bay laurel recovery (β > 0 and p < 0.05), such association was never confirmed by MC 95% CI, including 0 between the bounds. The remaining predictors were non-significant (p > 0.05) and showed both 95% CI and MC 95% CI with discordant signs, pointing out the lack of association with the probability of bay laurel recovery. predictors were non-significant (p > 0.05) and showed both 95% CI and MC 95% CI with discordant signs, pointing out the lack of association with the probability of bay laurel recovery. Figure 6 . Graphs of the logistic equations modelling the probability of bay laurel recovery based on the single significant predictors detected in scenario-500 m (500 m) and scenario-10 m (10 m). The abscissa (rescaled predictor) represents each factor eventually rescaled so that one unit equals: 100 mm for precipitations (P), 1 °C for temperatures (T), 1% for slope (Sl) and 10 points of terrain ruggedness index (TRI). For more details about factors acronyms, see the main text.
Aspect Analysis
Regardless of the scenario, the azimuth distributions extracted from the As raster ( Figure S2 ) did not display significant differences (p > 0.05) between recovered and not recovered bay laurels ( Table 2 ). The outcomes of Mardia-Watson-Wheeler and Rao's homogeneity tests were consistent within each scenario. 
Discussion
Citizen science is an unsurpassable opportunity for basic and applied research, allowing the collection of huge amount of data with a limited financial investment, yet data quality may be questionable as the result of recruiting non-specialized volunteers [49] [50] [51] . Nonetheless, as shown in our study, some of the errors intrinsic to citizen science datasets might be turned into valuable information, providing new insights into biological and ecological processes, such as plant disease dynamics.
A massive amount of epidemiological data had been gathered from the long-term monitoring (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) and mapping of the alien invasive plant pathogen Phytophthora ramorum in Western North America, during one of the largest citizen science experiments ever conducted in forest research [17, 48] . The resulting "SODmap" database included thousands of records reporting the infection status of each sampled host-tree, along with its estimated coordinates [17, 48] . However, such coordinates had not been collected with professional GPS, and trees had not been marked or Figure 6 . Graphs of the logistic equations modelling the probability of bay laurel recovery based on the single significant predictors detected in scenario-500 m (500 m) and scenario-10 m (10 m). The abscissa (rescaled predictor) represents each factor eventually rescaled so that one unit equals: 100 mm for precipitations (P), 1 • C for temperatures (T), 1% for slope (Sl) and 10 points of terrain ruggedness index (TRI). For more details about factors acronyms, see the main text.
Aspect Analysis
Discussion
A massive amount of epidemiological data had been gathered from the long-term monitoring (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) and mapping of the alien invasive plant pathogen Phytophthora ramorum in Western North America, during one of the largest citizen science experiments ever conducted in forest research [17, 48] .
The resulting "SODmap" database included thousands of records reporting the infection status of each sampled host-tree, along with its estimated coordinates [17, 48] . However, such coordinates had not been collected with professional GPS, and trees had not been marked or labeled in the field. Hence, the risk that volunteers had accidentally resampled some of the trees was rather likely. Despite being an unsought side-effect of the data collection process [17, 48] , resampling turned into an interesting occasion to follow up the infection status in the same trees and detect the ones which had recovered. By reverting the traditional "disease triangle" paradigm, our study was focused on testing the association between recovery from P. ramorum infections in bay laurel and the underlying climatic, topographic and ecological (i.e., environmental) factors through an innovative approach combining numerical ecology to citizen science.
A classification algorithm based on the notion of spatial resolution was designed to extract from the "SODmap" database the "hidden" information about the location of putatively resampled trees [56] . Whenever tree coordinates are repeatedly collected with a GPS device, the resulting location estimates are scattered around the true location as a consequence of the error associated with the GPS [52, 54] . If a squared window (i.e., pixel) with suitable spatial resolution is overlapped to such estimates, it cannot spatially resolve them as separate, thus revealing the presence of a single resampled tree location. Basically, the classification algorithm detects resampled trees by incorporating this window as cell of a regular grid, whose spatial resolution is gathered from the GPS median radial location error.
The trials performed in the field with a GPS device, and in silico with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, confirmed the plausibility of the assumptions underlying the classification algorithm, namely I) that the unknown GPS radial error can be modeled by a Rayleigh probability distribution, and, II) that the spatial resolution of the grid and the median of the above error can be functionally related. Although assuming a spatial homogeneous function to model the GPS radial error might lead to an excessive simplification, especially in mountain areas where the geomorphology could interfere with the GPS signal, the adequacy of the Rayleigh distribution was supported by the outcomes of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [57, 58] . Moreover, collecting GPS coordinates in different hours of the day, for approximately one month, should have successfully prevented satellite configuration biases potentially influencing the above results. Despite coordinates used for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test having been collected in Italy, the displacement from the Californian sampling sites seems to be an unlikely source of error in such a long-term trial, especially because the coverage offered by GPS satellites is comparable between Europe and USA. Finally, the functional relation between median GPS radial error and spatial resolution of the grid was clearly shown by the adequacy of the linear regression model fitted on the MC outcomes.
The algorithm performances were satisfactory, as demonstrated by the large overall rate of correct classification (on average over 85%) and by the substantial agreement between the simulated values and the classification outcomes (average Cohen's k over 0.70) [62] [63] [64] . However, such performances were not optimal, probably due to the fact that the algorithm classification process is based on a grid with rigid shape and fixed orientation. Once the grid is virtually overlapped on the map of trees locations, it may erroneously split fake locations deriving from the same tree among different pixels. Conversely, the grid might also incorrectly include within the same pixel both resampled and not resampled trees. It is worth noting that, while stem diameters of trees do not reach the meter, the GPS median error and the associated spatial resolution of the grid are in the order of several meters, hence the potential effect of tree size on the classification process should be negligible. Additional sources of misclassification might derive from false-positive or false-negative rates in laboratory assay, yet their occurrence is also unlikely, based on evidence previously published [82] . Finally, misclassification associated with the co-occurrence of localized infections by P. ramorum and sampling of uninfected tissues within the same tree seems quite improbable, since an accurate training about symptoms detection and samples collection was offered to all volunteers [17, 48] . Considering that a non-null misclassification rate was somehow predictable, the grid-system was incorporated into the algorithm as a sliding layer, allowing stochastic iterate applications on the same dataset, leading to alternative outcomes [61] . While in simulation trials the best position of the grid can be determined, this is not possible during in-field applications, hence the equivalence/divergence of the outcomes should be assessed based on statistical and geostatistical approaches, depending on the overall aim of the analysis [65] . The same issues would have also arisen if the classification algorithm had been based on continuous probability, rather than on a discrete grid-system. In fact, even assuming that the probability of being a resampled/not resampled tree could be calculated for each GPS location, the assignment to one of the two classes would depend on the selection of an arbitrary probability threshold, ultimately leading to multiple outcomes, as documented for other classification processes [63, 83] . Although we recognize that different computational approaches might have been proposed, this study was aimed neither at identifying an optimal theoretical solution, nor at contrasting and ranking alternative classification algorithms. Rather, our major goal was to design and test a single method, whose performances could be adequate for practical applications. Moreover, outcomes of the algorithm are fully reproducible, since the code is released in R, a popular open-source programming language for scientific data analysis [58] .
The classification algorithm was run under two alternative scenarios, each one accounting for different levels of GPS precision. The median radial error was set to 10 m and 500 m, respectively, based on the assumption that the most practical way to collect coordinates for citizen scientists was to use the GPS embedded in their smartphone. Such thresholds are consistent with data reported in the literature [52] . Although larger values cannot be excluded [52] , the most likely precision of sampling efforts should be around 10 m. In fact, non-specialized volunteers would have easily detected sampling positioning errors in the range of hundreds of meters with any mobile mapping application (e.g., Google Maps, Google Earth, OruxMaps or others) even at a coarse spatial scale. In such cases, coordinates would have been discarded by the volunteers based on the quality control phase of the "SOD blitz" program, a phase performed by the volunteers themselves after data are published on the web [17, 48] .
Results gathered from the classification algorithm identified only 2-5% accidental resampling rates. Such low percentages lead to a negligible error when modelling the distribution of P. ramorum at statewide scale, further confirming the reliability of the citizen science approach underlying the "SODmap" [17, 48] . However, and as an unexpected side benefit, the number of resampled trees provided an adequate sampling size to investigate the probability of recovery, at least for bay laurels. In fact, host abundance detected by the algorithm mirrored the species composition of the original "SODmap" database, with a noticeable prevalence of bay laurels (75-90%), followed by tanoaks and oaks. While the absolute frequencies of resampled trees differ between scenarios, reflecting the different levels of GPS precision, the homogeneity of the relative frequencies across scenarios suggests that the classification algorithm can provide consistent results regardless of the scale.
Interestingly, based on our findings it can be concluded that recovery from P. ramorum infection is neither a rare, nor a negligible phenomenon, since it can be observed in a relevant number of infected trees (approximately 30%). In particular, recovery is more likely in bay laurel (32%) than in tanoak and oaks (ranging between 9% and 25%). Although the number of recovered trees was assessed by an algorithm, it is worth noting that recovery from P. ramorum is not simply a theoretical possibility, but a fact that has already been reported, based on repeated sampling of the same set of trees [46] . The large recovery rate detected among bay laurels is in agreement with the notion that this species is a transmissive host of P. ramorum, acting as a reservoir of inoculum and supporting sporulation of the pathogen, but with infection limited to leaves without ever spreading even to the twigs [3, 22, 34, 38, 40] . P. ramorum is not associated with severe symptoms, relevant physiological disequilibrium, or mortality on bay laurels [39, 84, 85] . Hence, it seems plausible that recovery might be more likely for a host that reportedly is tolerant to the pathogen, displaying only infection of leaves that can be dropped during the dry season. Conversely, and in agreement with our observations, a lower recovery rate might be expected for oaks and tanoaks, the dead-end-hosts of P. ramorum. In fact, on such hosts, the pathogen can induce severe bole cankers whose rapid progression leads to lethal outcomes in the majority of cases [86] . Although the association between disease severity and recovery rate has still not been tested for P. ramorum and its transmissive or dead-end-hosts, experiments conducted in other model systems have reported that the two aspects are negatively correlated [87, 88] .
The role of environmental factors in boosting the spread of P. ramorum has been investigated in several previous studies [17, 22, 32, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 48, 85] , yet this is the first attempt to elucidate their possible effects on host recovery. Correlation analyses showed high colinearity among environmental factors. Hence, in order to prevent unstable coefficient estimates and inaccurate variances, only single or uncorrelated predictors were included in binary logistic regressions [58, 63, 89] . Some differences in correlation patterns were observed between the correlograms of the two alternative scenarios (10 m vs. 500 m GPS error), with a slight decrease in the number of significant Spearman's coefficients with increasing GPS median radial error. Such differences might be ascribed to the different sampling size of the two scenarios, a factor notoriously affecting p-values [90] . However, all environmental factors were included at least once in binary logistic regressions, and the substantial consistency of the outcomes gathered from the two scenarios suggested that such differences should not have resulted in relevant effects on the analyses.
Distribution maps of bay laurels showed that, while resampled trees were present across the whole study area, recovered ones were mostly confined to the central-southern regions. Color gradients of temperatures and precipitations maps suggest that areas with a warmer and driest climate were more prone to harbor a large number of bay laurels recovered from P. ramorum. Such qualitative inferences were confirmed by the outcomes of the binary logistic regression models. In both scenarios, regressions including precipitation values as predictors were the most informative, and outcompeted all alternative models, as indicated by the weights of the Akaike index. In all cases, the negative association between precipitation and probability of recovery in bay laurel was significant. Logistic equations determined that the probability of recovery is less than 10% when yearly average cumulated rainfall exceeds 2000 mm. The expected probability of bay laurel recovery smoothly approaches 25% as precipitation values decrease from 2000 to 1000 mm. When rainfall values are less than 1000 mm, the likelihood of recovery increases steeply, exceeding 50% when precipitations drop below 500 mm. Although P. ramorum is an atypical Phytophthora species, being a pathogen on aerial parts of its hosts, its sporulation and spread at local scale is largely dependent on the occurrence of abundant rainfalls and on the presence of running water and wet surfaces, as largely documented [17, 22, 32, 38, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 48] . By reducing loads of infectious inoculum, aridity could hinder P. ramorum and promote the recovery of bay laurels through the interruption of reinfection cycles and leaf drop. In addition, published studies have suggested that aridity is likely to inhibit mycelial growth in planta, weakening the pathogen and reducing its survival chances due to loss in nutrients' absorption [32, 85, 91] . A prolonged aridity has been associated with the absence of novel P. ramorum symptoms in bay laurels [85] , but at the same time aridity is likely to be well tolerated by bay laurels, trees whose ecological plasticity and adaptability to a wide range of habitats, climate and soil types have been largely documented [92] . Interestingly, a recent study [22] disclosed the causal relation between rainfalls and the occurrence of events in which P. ramorum sporulation was high enough to reach the threshold necessary to infect oaks. Such events tend to be rare with low precipitation levels, thus we cannot exclude that this phenomenon could be associated with an increased recovery among bay laurels. If so, aridity could be indirectly favorable to oaks and tanoaks, since remission in bay laurels would translate in a reduced possibility of pathogen transmission from the transmissive to the dead-end hosts. If the drought trend observed in California during the latest decade [22, 93] persisted, according to our models the frequency of recovered bay laurels should substantially grow, hindering the spread and the incidence of P. ramorum in the next future.
Binary logistic regression models including temperatures detected an increased probability of bay laurel recovery with raising maximum and mean temperatures. High temperatures not only boost aridity when co-occurring with low precipitations, but they are also climatic factors documented to depress growth, sporulation potential and vitality of P. ramorum both in vitro and in nature [85, 94] .
Nonetheless, the effect of temperature was less pronounced than that of precipitation, as indicated by the coefficients p-values associated with this variable, as well as by AIC w of temperature-related models. Yearly average maximum and mean temperature values of 23 • C and 16 • C, respectively, could be regarded as reference thresholds for bay laurel recovery, since the probability of recovery increases to over 50% with temperatures higher than those. Considering that on sunny days temperatures on foliar surfaces can be 20 • C higher than air temperature [95, 96] , the above thresholds seem to be consistent with critical values reported for P. ramorum sporulation and survival in culture and in plant tissues. In fact, regardless of the growing substrate, temperatures over 30 • C have been previously shown to be detrimental to P. ramorum [85, [97] [98] [99] , but not to bay laurels [100] . In the study area, days approaching or exceeding the above values are rather frequent in interior regions. Moreover, it has been hypothesized that climate change is going to result in higher frequencies of extreme heat days in countries with a Mediterranean climate, such as California [85, 101, 102] . Consequently, and according to our results, recovery from infection should increase in time, if current climatic predictions were correct. Although southern exposures were expected to harbor a larger incidence of recovered bay laurels, due to increasing temperatures in such settings, circular statistics failed to confirm this hypothesis. Nonetheless, it should be noted that this negative result might have been caused by the coarse approximation of local aspect values related to the DEM spatial resolution.
The regression analyses performed on topographic factors showed that only slope and terrain ruggedness can be associated with the probability of recovery in bay laurels. The fragmented pattern of coefficients significance along with the relatively low values of the weights attained by the Akaike information criterion suggest that topographic predictors play a minor role in explaining recovery. This is not surprising considering that landscape geomorphology is strongly spatial scale dependent, and averaging topographic variables over large areas may lead to information losses [103] . Logistic equations pointed out that bay laurel recovery is less likely with increasing slope and terrain ruggedness. When slopes are over 20%, the associated probability of recovery is less than a half of the probability estimated for plain areas, and the same conclusion can be drawn for TRI values over 150-200. Conversely, elevation and TPI were probably not detected as significant factors, due to the limited altitudinal range characterizing most of the study area. Moreover, it is worth noting that the TPI raster showed a high level of heterogeneity among neighboring pixels, probably associated with the spatial resolution of the underlying DEM. Since other DEM could have been used to derive topographic rasters, the possibility that our results were influenced by the available spatial resolution cannot be excluded. Nonetheless, the positive association between plain areas and recovery from P. ramorum infections is consistent with previous findings [32] . Interestingly, plain areas might not only hinder the pathogen, but also trigger the recovery by providing more favorable ecological conditions for the hosts. Soils evolving in planar regions are generally characterized by greater thicknesses, jointly with improved physical and chemical properties, whose suitability for the growth of both cultivated crops and natural vegetation has been largely documented [104, 105] . Hydraulic and hydrologic properties of plain soils might help host trees to successfully overcome drought periods, since root systems can reach deep water supplies. Not surprisingly, bay laurel is characterized by roots whose extension can easily explore deep soil horizons [100] . However, in-field trials would be necessary to test the above hypothesis.
Although bay laurel density has been acknowledged as a key factor for the short-range transmission of P. ramorum [22, 40, 41, 44, 106] , no evidence of its association with recovery was detected by binary logistic regressions. This result was somehow surprising, since thinnings and localized eradication of bay laurels were proved to be an effective control strategy against P. ramorum, resulting in a reduction of infectious inoculum [22] . Hence, low densities were expected to increase the probability of recovery through the inhibition of infection cycles among neighboring hosts, especially considering that the strains of P. ramorum harbored by bay laurels often display high virulence levels [107] . However, binary logistic regression models might have failed to point out the role of bay laurel density as a result of missing data, suggesting the need of future investigations to elucidate this point.
The possibility that our results might have been influenced by the mere location of recovered bay laurels, rather than by the underlying variation of environmental factors, was assessed by testing the association between the probability of recovery, latitude and longitude values. While latitude was never significant, longitude displayed significant p-values, but only in two out of six models where it was included as predictor. These findings seem to exclude a relevant role of the mere geographic location of trees on the probability of their recovery. In addition, the complementary correlation analyses based on KDE matrices confirmed the outcomes of the binary logistic regressions. Although p-values might have been biased by the KDE technique, potentially inflating the number of significant environmental factors, it is worth noting that most signs of correlation coefficients and of the associated logistic coefficients were concordant. More remarkably, the large majority of such signs did not change in partial correlations controlling for sampling density, hence excluding that the latter could have altered the results. Our findings proved to be robust also against a 15% putative misclassification rate, as demonstrated by the outcomes of the Monte Carlo simulations, providing confidence intervals consistent with the confidence intervals calculated for the regression coefficients. Only significant longitudes were not confirmed, hence suggesting that this geographic variable may not be relevant.
Models predicting spread rates of emerging pathogens in forest ecosystems are on the rise, as documented in the last few years for Heterobasidion irregulare and Gnomoniopsis castaneae, just to cite two relevant examples other than P. ramorum [11, 16, 18, 19, 108] . Notwithstanding this increased effort, unraveling factors favorable to recovery may help to improve the modelling of disease dynamics and the prediction of related economic losses, as well as to plan more effective mitigation strategies under different climatic or geographic scenarios.
Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the role of some key climatic, topographic and ecological factors as drivers of recovery of bay laurels from infection by the alien and invasive plant pathogen Phytophthora ramorum in Western North America. By combining the results gathered from a large citizen science disease survey program with an innovative numerical ecology approach based on a newly designed classification algorithm, we were able to determine the location of trees resampled over time, detecting the ones which had recovered from P. ramorum. The information contained within the huge "SODmap" database generated by citizen scientists was extracted using the newly designed algorithm, estimating that approximately 32% of the infected bay laurels recovered between 2005 and 2015. This large recovery rate is epidemiologically relevant given that bay laurels, when present, are the main transmissive hosts of P. ramorum. Recovery of bay laurels is also plausible, given that infection by P. ramorum on this host is exclusively limited to the foliage, and bay laurel foliage has been reported to be prematurely dropped when infected, especially in drier conditions. Multivariate analyses carried out over the entire current range of P. ramorum indicated that the probability of recovery increased in association with lower precipitation levels and higher temperatures, especially in flat regions. These findings are also consistent with the known key ecological traits of P. ramorum, a pathogen whose survival is hampered by aridity and enhanced by rainfall. It is worth noting that while the combination of prolonged drought and heat is notably detrimental to P. ramorum, it is well tolerated by bay laurels, which are key components of those Western North American landscapes that are characterized by a Mediterranean climate. In addition, the physical properties of soils in flat areas may facilitate the survival of bay laurels during droughts, since plausibly root systems may have better access to deep water sources on flat rather than on rugged terrains.
Reverting the traditional "disease triangle paradigm" by seeking conditions leading to plant recovery rather than to infection may substantially improve our understanding and modelling accuracy of plant disease dynamics in forest ecosystems. Accurate models are especially pivotal when dealing with biological invasions such as that by P. ramorum, and when attempting to predict future spread and to plan effective management strategies. Finally, this study showcases how pitfalls and limitations of crowdsourced data may be turned into valuable sources of information. In order to take full advantage of this opportunity, though, specific computational tools must be designed and made available to the scientific community, in order to best utilize the large potential hidden within citizen science datasets.
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